chickpea’’s birthing quilt

There is no supply list for this quilt, the fun of it is that you can use any size blocks
you want. I used fat quaters, because they are convenient to buy but you can use
anything you have. This technique is extremely useful to make cool quilts with charm
packs.

Step 1
With my 6.5x24 ruler I cut strip out of my fabric.
I choose to sew strip that go well together,
Remembering that the outside strips will be likely
to end up the largest square on the blocks.

Step 2
I sew all three strips together, press the seams and
cut new strips the size of my ruler again. I got three
strip and some left overs. I will use the left overs later
to make something for the baby too.

Step 3
The two previous steps are repeated many times
yielding strips of three squares. I them assemble
those strips in a nine patch. remember that the
four outside squares are going to be the focus
fabric for the final block. So you may want to put
the largest prints there.

Step 4
I sew the nine patch together and press the
seams.

Step 5
This is the fun step!
You have to determine the final size of your
nine patch, divide this number by two and cut
the block in fourth with that measurement.
(What?)
Just cut the nine-patch in four.

Step 5
Now is time to lay out all the blocks. My quilt
will have 80 blocks, an 8x10 layout, with a 6 in
border around it. The blocks measure about 8”
finished.
The final quilt should be 75”x91”, a twin size.

Thank you for reading this pattern
I hope you enjoy making this quilt.
Don’t forget to check out the blog!

www.chickpeastudio.typepad.com
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